
You are what you eat
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an animal that moves slowly and lives
in trees 樹懶
carefully and unnoticeably 謹慎地
relating to the scientific study of plants 和植物學有關的

sloth (n)

discreetly (adv) 
botanical (adj)
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to bend out of shape under pressure 使之彎曲變形
a stone or metal to produce fire 打⽕⽯
can be easily reached 容易到達的
a small piece of wood or coal that stays red and hot after the fire has
stopped burning 餘燼
the long hair along the top and sides of the neck of certain mammals
⾺、獅⼦等動物的鬃⽑

to look like something 像
a large piece of grassland 熱帶草原
to have the first choice for something 有優先權

relating to a social system that is organised according to rank 封建的
in ancient times, a man who agreed to serve a king in exchange for
land 諸侯

buckle (v)
flint (n)
accessible (adj)
ember (n)

mane (n)

resemble (v)
savannah (n) 
get first dibs on
(idiom)
feudal (adj)
vassal (n)
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a journey to some distant place 旅程
a thick, soft paste 糊狀東西
a chemical substance produced by living cells and causes certain
chemical reactions to happen 酶
to remove water from 使脫⽔
to take out something 提取
to make use of the power of 利⽤
the part of your body that you sit on 屁股
a protein produced in the blood that fights diseases 抗體
a tiny life form 微⽣物

voyage (n) 
mush (n)
enzyme (n)

dehydrate (v) 
extract (v) 
harness (v)
buttocks (n)
antibody (n)
microbe (n)
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to treat with extra care 悉⼼呵護
necessary and important 關鍵的
unlike any other 獨⼀無⼆的
extremely important 賴以維⽣的
someone who helps and supports you 盟友
the state of being very fat 肥胖症
a disease in which someone can't control the amount of sugar in their
blood 糖尿病

pamper (v)
crucial (adj)
unique (adj)
vital (adj) 
ally (n)
obesity (n) 
diabetes (n)
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someone whose job is to prepare and give out medicines 藥劑師
widespread hunger 飢荒
the period of time when a king or queen rules a country 君主統治
a dealer in fabrics and sewing materials 布商
frequent and watery bowel movements 腹瀉
making you feel full quickly 易飽的
people’s opinion of someone 名聲
outstanding 驚⼈的
necessary and important 必要的
a dish consisting of food cooked slowly in a small amount of liquid 
燉菜

pharmacist (n)
famine (n) 
reign (n) 
draper (n)
diarrhoea (n)
filling (adj)
reputation (n)
phenomenal (adj)
essential (adj)
stew (n)
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necessary or important 主要的
a leisurely walk 散步
a building where grain is crushed into flour 磨坊
suitable for eating 可⻝⽤的
a very hard rock that can be used for building 花崗岩
a flour mixture 麵團
a type of fungus that is used for making bread swell 酵⺟
to make people aware of something that was previously secret 揭露
to press something firmly and repeatedly with the hands and fingers
搓揉

able to change its shape and return to the original state 有彈性的
a chemical process in food preparation in which bubbles or heat may
be produced 發酵

staple (adj)
stroll (n)
mill (n)
edible (adj)
granite (n)
dough (n)
yeast (n) 
reveal (v)
knead (v) 

elastic (adj)
fermentation (n)
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to eat greedily 狼吞⻁嚥地吃
the practice of not eating for a period of time 禁⻝
a place for storing food ⻝物貯藏室
good food, especially something rare or expensive 珍饈佳餚
the act of hiding and waiting to attack by surprise 伏擊
very hungry ⾮常餓
soft fatty substance in the centre of a bone ⻣髓
strong and powerful 強⽽有⼒的
a distinguishing feature 特性
prefers to be alone and not associating with other animals 獨居的

devour (v)
fasting (n)
larder (n)
delicacy (n)
ambush (n)
famished (adj)
marrow (n) 
mighty (adj)
trait (n)
solitary (adj)
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